first published in 1657 by James Cooke (other editions in 1679 and 1683) under the title Select observations on English bodies of eminent persons in desperate diseases, Hall's posthumous casebook gives a rare glimpse into the social interrelations that helped constitute a country doctor's clientele. But more important, it provides a feel for the day-to-day practice of seventeenth-century humoral medicine.
Lane's identification of most of Hall's patients reveals the interlocking social Given the thoroughness of this edition, one cannot but help but wonder why the book's first editor, James Cooke, is only cursorily mentioned, for it is to Cooke that we must look for explanations as to why Hall's work was first published. As Lane reports, Cooke himself claimed merely that Hall meant for his notes to be published posthumously. However, Cooke published the work during a period of growth in vemacular medical publishing which Charles Webster attributes to reformers who were intent on spreading medical knowledge among those who could not afford medical services. We catch a glimpse of this refonrning impulse in Cooke's preface to the second edition (included here) where he describes himself as a pharmaceutical advisor to Lord Brook and infonns us that Brook charged him to offer the medical advice of Brook's own physicians to the Lord's sick neighbours. Cooke hopes that in publishing these prescriptions he is serving the public while doing "no wrong" to these well-paid physicians. In the spirit of the tradition of great households offering medical assistance to their poorer neighbours, Cooke offers up a literary analogue by translating and publishing the Latin prescriptions of the physicians of eminent persons for the benefit of the less fortunate. Except for this lack of attention to Cooke, Lane's edition of Hall's casebook is a fine addition to the libraries of historians of early modem medical practice.
Julie Robin Solomon, American University Stanton J Linden, Darke hierogliphicks: alchemy in English literature from Chaucer to the Restoration, Lexington, University Press of Kentucky, 1996 Kentucky, , pp. ix, 373, illus., $45.00 (0-8131-1968 A note of ambivalence and complexity enters early in the seventeenth century with Francis Bacon's writings on the subject of alchemy, a science which he condemned for its improper foundation on belief and reliance on authority. Notwithstanding, however, Bacon held that with methodological reform and reform of the obscurantist language in which alchemists wrote their treatises, alchemy could become a valid science.
The central chapters of the book deal with the alchemical images and metaphors in the poetry of Donne, Herbert, Vaughan and Milton, which strongly reflect the allegorical and eschatological tendencies in contemporary alchemical texts. In Donne's sonnets and verse letters, motifs of alchemical transmutation are employed to suggest spiritual growth, purification, and the regenerative powers of love, or of God's grace. Henry Vaughan, whose work was strongly influenced by his own and his brother Thomas's interests in the occult and in Paracelsianism, reveals a preoccupation with ideas of motion, flux and process, which are frequently expressed through use of images from hermeticism or alchemy. The much briefer sections on Herbert and Milton in these chapters reveal the lingering association of alchemy with falsity and artificiality, as well as its sublime connections to notions of transformation and divine immanence in all areas of creation. 
